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O U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

)
INTERVIEW OP: )

)
JIMMY PAUL CASH )

)
.

P

i Main Conference Room
| Administration Duilding

Vogtle Electric Generating Plant*
" Waynesboro, Georgia

Tuesday, March 27, 1990

I '

f Tho interview commenced at 9:54 a.m.
E
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.On behalf of the Ngelear Reaulatory Commianign:t
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WARREN LYON,

AL CHAFFEEo
'j GENE TRAGER
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/
( 1 ER0CEEDINGB

2 MR. LAZARUS: Today in March 2*i, 9:54 a.m. We're

3 at the Vogtle Plant. My namo in William Lazarus, wo're

4 interviewing Jimmy Cash.

5 Whoreupon,

6 JIMMY PAUL CASH

7 appeared as a witness heroin and was oxamined and testifiedr

t

8 as follows:
'

9 EXAMINATION
<

10 BY MR. LAZARUS:
e

11 Q For the record, would you state your name and your
o

2 12 titlo?
f

13 A My name is Jimmy Paul Canh, I'm an Operationsi.

)'

14 Superintendent.

15 0 On Tuesday, March 20, during the loss of vital

16 power incident, will you describe your activities and what,

0 17 part you played in the incident?

,' 18 A Yes, sir. At the time of the beginning of the

19 incident when wo lost power, I was in my boss' offico, Jim
20 Swartzwoldor's office, on the second floor of the service

21 building. The lights went out in the offico and basically

22 we both held our breath, praying that Unit 2 hadn't trippad.
23 There was a page annoancement -- and I think the entire

24 plant went quiet at that time -- there was a very quiet,
25 caln. paga announcement " Unit 2 reactor trip".

t' )v

_
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O 1 ar. Sweruwa der nicxed un us herd het and heeded
2 to the control room. I went to my office which is in the

3 other end of the servico building. Picked up my hard hat

4 and also proconded to the control room.

5 When I arrived in the control room, I entored at

6 the controle area for Unit 2 directly. I looked back

r 7 through the platform area and saw that the lights were out

{ 8 on Unit 1, emergency lighting was on. I observed the Unit 2
"

9 activity for a minute or two to make sure that the SS had
C

~

10 everything under control, and he did.

11 I then proceeded up onto the platform area and
O ,

f 12 asked Jim Swartzwolder what did he need me to do. He

13 directed me that -- or he informed me that no had lost thu Au

14 RAT on Unit 1, that the B RAT, the maintenance was complete

{ 15 and he wanted me to coordinato getting the B RAT back.
16 Someone -- and I do not remember right now -- was looking atr

0 17- the clearance we had in-house on the 1-B RAT.
18 I called Georgia Control Contor and talked to them,

D

19 told them our situation. They were aware that we had lost

20 the A RAT. I said I had been informed that the work was
.

21 completo on the B RAT, they verified that. That's actually

22 the division that did the work on the B reserve auxiliary
23 transformer -- I'n. sure you know the t erminology by now,
24 RAT. They said that all sub-clearance holders on their

25 clearance were off and that when we desired, they would hot

O
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O: ug the h1 h eide of the R^T. Oxar71 9

2 I informed Mr. Swartzwelder and Mr. Ilopkins of

3 this. Mr. Ilopkins was the Shift Superintendent that day. I

4 was then directed to go out to the B RAT and give a physical

5 walkdown of it, make sure there was no grounding straps on

6 it and that it did indeed appear to be intact. I proceeded

7 through the Unit 2 turbine building to the B RAT.;

{ 8 When I wa1ked out of the back of the turbine

9 building, I looked to my right and there was a truck -- the
"

10 truck in question that backed into the C-phase of the 1-A
e

{ 11 HAT. It appeared to have been pulled forward from the pole,

f 12 it was no longer right at the phase, and there woro -- I

u 13 think at the time there was only one security guard out

14 there that I saw, but subsequently in the next minute or so,

{ 15 quite a few more se'urity guards appeared.
16 I walked towards the truck. When I got to the,

0 17 truck, the guard stopped me. By this time, I could 8e0 'he.

'
18 phase where the insulator had broke off and there was a wire ',

o

19 on the ground. He said we're not sure if the wire is still

20 hot, we're keeping everybody out of the area until we verify
21 that. I said okay. And I walked on to the 1-B RAT.
22 I did a quick walkdown of it, looking at it with

23 one of the PEO's, I forget his name right now. _I remember

24 who it was but I don't remember his name.
25 Q What's a PEO7-

O -

- - _ _ . - - _ .. -- .--- -
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O 1 x rient e2uiement overeter, that's the geog 1e that
2 actually turn the valves out in the plant and monitor t.ho

3 equipment.

4 We both walked around the transformer looking for
5 grounding straps or for any other typo of obvious not

6 reassemb1.ed pieces of equipment. We could find nothing.

7 By that timo Barney Boasley, who is the on-shifte

$,

8 Outage Manager, arrived at the transformor. He had boon;

9 talking to the switch yard people. They had someone coming

10 in to assist us in closing the disconnects,

{ 11 Now typically, when time is available, we have

{ 12 someone from the switch yard to como in and assist us with

n 13 this because in the past we havo damaged one of the
14 disconnects by manually closing it too far and we've had the

{ 15 motor operators -- thoro are two mechanisms for operating it
16 -- a motor operator and a manual in case the motor isn't,

|. 17 working -- and we've had both of them malfunction on us or,

| 10 us through our lack of detailed knowledge of the
D

19 disconnects, close them too far and damage the disconnects.
20 MR. DIETZ: Jimmy, where are chese disconnects

21 located?

22 THE WITNESS: They're out in the low voltage switch
23 yard.

24 MR. DIETZ: High side, low side?

25 THE WITNESS: High side.

O

- - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ l
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O 1 MR. 01ETZ They're em the h1 h side cemine frem2

2 the switch yard.

3 Tile WITNESS: Right. I believe if you'll look at

4 the insulators, that's whero they are, but I'd have to go
5 out thoro and --

6 MR. DIETZ: Is there anything on the low side, any

7 kind of disconnect between that and the busses?;-

$ 8 TiiE WITNESS: Not that I'm aware of except for the
'

9 food breaker to the busses.
10 Once we completed the walkdown, I told Barney that
11 I would go back in, inform the control room-that the RAT

12 looked okay. That ho and -- there was a couple additional

,4 13 PEO's out thore by this timo -- woro waiting for the man
14 from the switch yard and hen we were prepared, when the

7

{ 15 control room was prepared for the RAT to be heated up -- you
16 know, have the high sido energized, that they needed to pago,

0, 17 Barney and that he would coordinate the activity in the low
[ 18 voltage switch yard.
n

19 I then proceeded back to the control room and

20 passed this information to Mr. Swartzwolder and Mr. Hopkins.
21 BY MR. LAZARUS:

22 Q About what timo was that?
23 A It would be 10 to 15 minutes into the event. I

24 cannot give you an exact time, that's a ballpark time.
25 O So if the event was 9:20?

O
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1 A It'd be about 9:30, 9:35.

2 0 9:40, somewhere in there?

3 A Yes, sir, somewhere in that time frame.

4 I then requested further instructions from my boss,
5 I said what do you need me to do, do you want me to monitor
6 Unit 2 -- because basically everything was in auto on the

e 7 transformer. Before releasing the clearance in the plant,

8 GCC was just waiting for instructions from us to bring up
"

9 the high voltage side of it. I was told to go to the TSC
e

10 and to start the activation process in the TSC, to be the
0 11 Operations representative.

12 I went to the TSC and I remained there through the
~ 13 remainder of the site area and subsequent alert emergency.

14 That was -- I did the functions required for TSC.

{ 15 0 So it would have been about 9:45 that you arrived
, 16 at the TSC and started setting up there?
'O 17 A No, it would have been sooner than that. I was
'

18 only in the control room very briefly after I reported back,t
n

19 three or four minutes between the time I reported back to
20 the control room and actually when -- it would have been
21 more like 9:40.

22 0 In the TSC, what part did you play in
23 classification / notification?
24 A Okay, classification / notification was done entirely
25 from the control room until the ED transferred back to the

O

_ -- -.
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1 TSC. At that time, I believo -- at that time, Mr. Bockhold
'

2 had assumed the ED directions. In other words, initial

3 classification and the follow-up messages woro mado from the
4 control room.

5 0 When you got to the TSC, woro you awaro that they
6 had already boon through -- had the diosol boon emergency
7 started at that point?;

{ 8 A Yes, sir -- excuso me -- I don't believo so. I

"

9 really can't tell you for sure. Like I say, I did not got

10 involved in dota)1 In the control room operations. I know-

0 11 that the diesel had failed and they had dispatched people to
12 it locally to the sequencer. I really don't remember for i

u 13 sure exactly what was going on with the diosol, I did not
O 14
$ got involved that much in Unit 1 operations.

{ 15 Q Okay, what --

, 16 A In other words, there was enough people in there, I
"

17 tried to stay out of the way, not to add to the clutter ofy

[ 18 people in the control room.
D

19 Q Suro. Okay, go back to the TSC and continuo

20 telling us what you did in the TSC as far as --

21 A Okay, the first thing that I did -- the normal TSC

22 manager is Skip Kitchens. Ito was in roqual training. The

23 backup is Jim Swartzwolder. Ito was in the control room and
24 my instructions woro to go and be the TSC Manager for the
25 activation process until either Skip showed up or Jim

O
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1 arrived to relieve me.

2 I went through the initial activation process,

3 getting all the folders out. People started arriving

4 shortly after I got back to the TSC. I was in the process

5 of reviewing the TSC Manager checklist to bo sure that I e

6 know all the activities that I had to carry out. The TSC

* 7 Manager's secretary, Esther Dickson, had showed up and sho
i

g a 8 was going over the paporwork with me.
-

9 Abcat this time, Skip Kitchens walks into the TSC.
C

~

10 He had bee: t."!ng h break in class in the training contor,4

11 had seen the unit 2 trip and had decided to como on over to
12 the plant to see if he was needed. Ha then assumed the rolo

u 13 of TSC Manager. Now this was before activation.
14 So I then went to the Ops -- well either Opa
15 Manager or Ops Superintendent role in the TSC and I essumed

16 that role at that time. And that's the role that I,

o

0 17 maintained throughout the event -- operations representative
'

18 to the TSC.t

a

19 0 Woro you aware of off-site communications attempts
20 or difficulties that woro made from the TSC to Georgia and
21 South Carolina and the counties?
22 A Not at that time. The communications -- the
23 communicators that arrived at the TSC -- Russ Simmons was
24 the first. Russ Simmons is the status loop communicator. I

25 was aware -- the way wo do our status loop communication is

O
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0 1 we aave e trio e 11 e ta t we ese 1er it e eer ner11-e

2 system. Runs was unable to establish that bridge line. I

3 told him to go to the backup, which is the sound poworod
4 phones and that's where he went to. lio went to establish

5 that as our status loop communications.

6 0 That was in-plant communications?

e 7 A That's in-plant communication, yes, sir. I was
t

{ 8 aware that the engineering staff, the ENN back in the TSC

9 did arrive and I knew that they wore trying to pieco
10 together a notification form. I never know why, I just

'

0 11 assumed they were trying to got the information for -- youo

% 12 know, they were just trying to find out the exact status of
f

13 the plant. They never informed me that there was a problemy

14 with notification of any groups.
15 0 Were you aware of the announcements were made on

16 the Gatronics or PA system regarding the site arca omergency,

E, 17 and I guess subsequently there was some announcement mado

.'. ; 18 rh;nt event.ation of non-essential personnel?
>o

19 A Yes, sir. I was aware of the initial notification
20 for site area and the subsequent alert notification. And

21 aome of the directions for people to assemble in the admin
22 ouilding parking lot that were mado subsequently woro made
23 after I conferred with Security about the accountability
24 list.

25 Q Those announcements -- my understanding of the

0

-
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O 1 first enneencement of the site etee emeroency aid not

2 mention any ovacuation at all, is that correct?
,

i
3 A I know that for a fact now. I did not pick up that

4 detail at the timo. You know when you hear an announcement

5 -- any type of page announcement -- you tend to hear your

6 portion of-it. I heard " emergency responso peoplo report to !

7 your facilities" and I go. I really did not pick up that;

{
i 8 there was an omission from it at that time, but it was not

'

9 something I was listening for.

10 0 How much later were the subsequent announcements
,

11 that woro made and what do you recall they involved about
12 ovacuation of personnel? "

~ 13 A Okay. I do not know -- there is a chronology --

14 timo reference -- that we put together. I do not know if it

{ 15 has those timo frames in it for the subsequent announcement.
16 1 do not remember the exact tima framo,.

o

0 17 Q Five minutes later, ten minutos later, something

[ 18 like that.,

19 A It was longer than that.

20 Q Longer than that.

21 A I would say that we're talking from the time --

22 could I review this please? (Pause.) I would say it was 15

23 or 20 minutes after the site area page announcement was
; 24 mado, but.I cannot tell you in detail for sure. I believo
|

25 it was abot.t the time we downgraded to the alert, but I;

t

i

O

.
.
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1 don't remember for sure.

2 Q So somewhere before 10:00 Eastern Standard Time, is
,
'

3 that about right?

4 A Ten o' clock contral -- let me get my times straight

5 -- no, sir, 10:00 is when we made the page announcement for

6 the site area omorgency.

e 7 Q Okay.
i

{ 0 A It would have been 15-20 minutes after that and

9 about 15 minutes after that is when we downgraded the site ;

10 area. I believe it was relatively shortly after that,

11 Q You downgraded to the alert?v

f 12 A After we dcwngraded to the alert, that we were

13 still working on accountability.,a

14 0 Do you recall any of the detail of those ;

{ 15 announcements that were made by Security apparently?

16 A Yes, sir. ancause of the omission from the initialg

0 17 announcement, there was some confusion by people who were

| 18 not emergency response team members as to whether they were,

e
,

i 19 supposed to leave the protected area or not. Security
,

20 transmitted this confusion to me, and said hoy we need to
21 make an announcement that tells people that are not involved
22 in the event what to do. I said tell people to report to

23 their assembly areas. We mado that page announcement and

24 then it dawned on me that maybe people did not know where
1

25 their assembly areas were because we did have a lot of

O 1

I
I

-+-+,w, . ,r--,-, ---,u,,~,, ~,,-,-,-.,,,,,.,,,-,-w .n --a- ume- .,. ,a- - - ,e - --,-,rw- e-.,v-,--- - ,,--,-v~ ,,r,9m--,- ~g-
..
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() 1 contractors in. They should J.now, but I decided we'd make

2 it real clear, real plain. Toll everybody that's not

3 involved in the event to report to the admin building

4 parking lot. And that's what wo did.
*

5 0 So you made that announcement from the TSC or

6 Security made the announcement?

e 7 A lio, Security made that announcement, but it was
t

E 8 after conferring with me.
i,

9 Q So you provided them the guidance to make the
C

'

10 announcement?

11 A Yea, sir.
O

12 Q And that was to report to the admin building

u 13 parking lot?

) 14 A Yes, sir.

| 15 Q Did you make the first announcement about report to
i .

16- your assembly area or you --

0 17 A Security made both of those announcements.

{ 18 0 Okay and then they changed it to report to the

19 admin building parking lot?
,

20 A Just so there would be no confusion about whero '

21 people should go, it'd be real clear, real plain.

22 MR. LAZARUS: Okay. Anyone else have any

23 questions?

24 MR. DIETZ: Give me, from an operational viewpoint,
25 being the officer up in the Tech Support Center, what were

O
,

. - - .,,,,,-.,,m. , , . . . , . . . . ,_.r.m . . - . , ..y.,..,,,,4. y._.. y_._. ,s., ~.,, . ,. , ..,.,-,...y,m. , .y,,. . . y
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1 your dution and what woro you doing?

2 Tile WITNESS: The initial -- my initial dution,

3 other than being thoro for any questions to be answorod, was

4 really -- I was bringing ovarybody up to spood on what was

5 going on. Engineering and other support peoplo that camo in

6 had questions about where wo woro exactly. Thoro woro

; questions about what was core exit temperature, what-can wo7

{ 8 look at. I said we've got RllR cutlet -- inlet temperature,

9 wo've coro exit TC, this is where you find it on the area

10 computer, because of our detailed use of it that we have in

11 the control room, I'm a lot more familiar than most of the
o

f 12 Engineering staff are on how to got difforent paramotors out

u 13 of it.

14 The initial statuaing of our board when we give

{ 15 sequence of events and activities was conducted at my
16 direction. Russ Simmons put that information on the board,

'd 17 at my direction. And like I say, overybody's initial
'

10 "what*s going on" as they woro preparing, activating their
19 station was dono, I was the person who was briefing people.
20 This is not a formal briefing, this is an informal,

21 hey, what can wo do to help, should we be looking at this --
22 Engineering came up and - .some of the electrical

23 ongineering folks and said hoy, there may be a way that we
;

24 can backfeed to the 4160 bus, should we look at it. I said

25 yeah, let's look at it but let's don't do anything yet,

O .

.. .. . -. - - - .- - -_ -
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0 1 1et's see 11 there is e gessia111tv. Thet was the types or

2 things that I was doing.

3 MR. DIETZ: The ERP computor, does that have any

4 displays that deal with shutdown typo conditions?
5 Tile WITNESSt Yes, sir, there are soveral displays

6 -- thoro's not a display that says shutdown mid-loop
7 operation, but there are several paramotors on it that woj

{ 8 use for mid-loop operations. In particular we recently

9 added RllR pump amps. We also have two in-core thormocouples
10 that when the head is on are connected. There are somo-

11 other paramotors -- most poopio woro familiar with those.
12 Some other parameters that they woron't familiar with was
13 that we have RilR inlet and outlet temperatures. So that's=

14 another diverso indication that you can get when the pumps

{ 15 are running, of what your core temperature is.
16 Dut thoro is no push this button and it brings up a

"E 17 group of parameters that are mid-loop paramotors.
'

18 MR. DIETZ When you're at thoso displays, are
19 there a lot of paramotors that are out of spec, purple --
20 TiiE WITNESS: Sometimes. It doponds on the

21 situation. For instanco, we only had two in-core

22 thermocouples that were connected. If you look at the --

23 the easiest way to get to them is to go to the map. Okay?

24 And all but two of them are purple because they're not
25 connected, so it really depends on the situation. Typically

O
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()I 1 no, but that's a very general statomont.

i
2 MR. DIETZ So there being a lot of things out on

3 monitoring doesn't couro confusion in terms of boing able to

4 look at it and find informatio..

5 THE WITNESS: It doesn't wause confusion if you're

6 expoeting that situation. If you woro expecting all

r 7 thormocouples to be hooked up and you pulled up and you only
a
N
o 8 had two of them, yes, that would cause confusion. But that
"

9 was -- only two of them being hooked up was a known and
C

'

10 expected situation.
n
A

21 MR. DIETZ: What was the highest temperaturo you=

o

f 12 saw on thermocouples?

~ 13 Tile WITNESS: The highest temperature that I saw on

! 14 in-core thormocouples was -- and we have scano copios of the
[ 15 trends -- was about 118 degroos. Now on the RHR we saw, it
?

16 was very definito. Bofore you started the pump you had a
0 17 flat lino, the pump started and it jumped up to the

18 nolghborhood of 135-136 degroos and rapidly came back down.

19 to 105 --- 102 to 105 on the R!iR inlet.
20 MR. LYON: Are any of those temperature data

21 available off of the plant computer as a permanent record as
22 opposed to someone writing them down afterwards?

23 THE WITNESS: The only ones we have as a permanent
24 record is we have the ability -- wo have a little thormal

25 printer, we have the ability to take copios of things. Wa

(I

|

l
__ _ . __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _, ._ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _
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O 1 on1r took covies of the ERP trend. Those veremeters are
2 availablo off of the Protous which we can -- the plant
3 computer -- which we can copy, but it's not as trendable a

4 data, it's much more difficult to got a trond out of Protous

5 because it does not lond itself -- the software does not
6 land itself to creating that.

e 7 MR. LYON: Is there a record that wo, two wooks

{ 8 later almost or so, a week later, could go back to that was
9 either a person in the control writing down the numbers at

10 the time or a computer printout of data sampling at the timo
0 11 -- is there anything like that available on these

12 temperatures?

13 THE WITNESS: If you're asking on-a routine basis --u

14

| 15 MR. LYON: No, for this event.
?

16 THE WITNESS: We did take a snapshot of the trends,

"
17 of the in-core thermocouples off of the ERP. We also have a,

| 18 control board recorder that glves RHR temperatures. Okay?
o

19 Of courso you know that a recorder, a strip chart recorder
20 will give you a good delta but for absolute values --

21 MR. LYON: I understand.

22 THE WITNESS: -- it's not very good. That's the

23 only thing that we recorded. Unfortunately wo did not get

24 other snapshots, which_I wish we had, off of the ERP or
25 Protous. The only thing that we have is the two in-coro

O

,
_- - - - -
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O 1 thermecouete trends.
2 MR. LYON: But those are a permanent recorded

3 record.

4 Ti!E WITNESS: Yes, sir, they're part of the -- we

5 have them in the critique and they will be part of the data
6 that is a permanent part of the ovent critique.

7 MR. LYON: Which will be provided to us.;-

8 Tile WITNESS: Yes, sir.
"

9 MR. LYON: Good.
S

10 MR. DIETZ: Does the core thermocouple display also,

11 show the RilR inlet and outlet?
o

4

f 12 Tile WITNESS: No, sir. If you take a look at our

n 13 ERF, you have the ability to call up any point that you want
14 to through a -- basically a surgo, you have to call up

{ 15 system, et cotera. We also have some things set up that
16 fall under several categories. One is that for each of our,

"

17 safety function status troos, we have about five or sixy

| 18 difforent sets of paramotors that you can pull up. You mayn

19 have some copion of our little displays. We have

20 preselected some groups of things that you can call up, for
21 instance for heat sink, we have steam generator narrow range
22 levels 1 and 2 and then on another button we have 3 and 4
23 that you can just push this button and it automatically
24 culls up the parameter.

25 We also have some various systems that we can call

O
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1 up a display of the system. Ri!R is one of thoso systems.
2 Charging is another system, let-down is another system.
3 MR. DIETZ: The ser) displays are availablo to the

4 operators, right?

5 Tile WITNESS: Yes, sir.

6 MR. DIETZ: Okay, so when they woro monitoring
7 temperatures and woro monitoring them increasing in the;

f 8 control room, they woro working -- looking at the --

9 THE WITNESS: I think they were actually looking at

10 Proteus at the time. Protous has tho same display, even,

0 11 though it doesn't have -- for this particular caso, for the
12 coro exit TC's, it has the same display map. It does not

13 have the ability to readily trend paramotors as easily as~

14 the ERF.
,

{ 15 MR. DIETZ: But you'd be monitoring the samo --

16 THE WITNESS: Monitoring the same points, yes, sir.,

0 17 MR. DIETZ: So if what they were reading -- if they
'
, 18 woro looking at RHR inlet and outlet, it would not have
o

19 been going up while the RHR was pumping.
20 THE WITNESS: That is true.

21 MR. DIETZ:- So they had te be monitoring --
22 THE WITNESS: Core exits and they woro doing that
23 on Proteus rather than ERF, because they had already.-- they_
24 already had that called up on Proteus.
25 MR. DIETZ: We're getting discrepancios between

O
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O 1 what the overators sew and what voe sew on the Tc -
,

| 2 THE WITNESS: Right.

; 3 MR. DIETZ Can you explain that?
'

4 THE WITNESS: I bo11ovo so. You would really nood

5 to talk to someono liko John Eliack, to talk about that and

6 apparently thoro was a discrepancy.

e 7 MR. DIETZ: They recall sooing 136, 138 degroes on
i

E 8 the TC.4

'
A

'

9 THE WITNESS That was not what came out on the

10 ERF. That is information they saw on Proteus. Now I do not

0 11 know this particular loop, how the calibration goos. But
c

12 typically you'll have an input into the ERP and an input

| 13 into Proteus. Okay? Those loops are calibrated and I think,,

14 cach loop is calibrated somewhat indopondently. I'm not

{ 15 saying that thoro's a difforence in -- a slight difforence i

16 the calibration of the loop, but that would be something wo,

0 17 would have to check.

| 18 The other thing you have to remember is that in-
n

19 core thermocouples have a very wide range and we were down

20 at the bottom and of their range. So I'm not sure how

21 accurate they are at the extremo ends of their rango. I

22 cannot answer those questions. There would probably be a;

(

23 John Eliack --

24 MR. LYON: Would you spell _that?

25 THE WITNESS: E-1-1-a-c-k Or Greg Hooper.

O
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() 1 MR. LYON: Spell.

2 THE WITNESS: H-o..o-p-e-r. They're out computer

3 experts. Hooper is our expert on Proteus, John Eliack is

4 our expert on ERF. They might be able to explain a

5 discrepancy between ERF and Proteus. I cannot -- I can

6 speculate, that's all I can do.

e 7 BY MR. LAZARUS:
E

o 8 '
Q Were you aware of the status of the plant offluent

A
'

9 radiation monitoring system and the meteorological tower at
10 the time when you got to the TSC?

11 A No, sir.
O

E 12 Q Yes? lE

w 13 A No, sir.

14 Q No, you were not?
,

| 15 A No, sir.
*

a
'

16 Q So you didn't know they were out of service at ther

0 17 time apparently from the loss of vital power?
'

t 18 A Okay, thore cre some things that I assumed. Okay?o

19 One thing is that when we lost vital power we typically lose t
20 our communications console for our PERM systaa. Okay? We

21 have some se.fety related PERMS which are displayci in the
22 control room -- steam line rad monitors are displayed in the
23 control room. They remain displayed in the control room.

24 If you go in the control room, you'll see a silver panel
25 that's over next to the turbine panel, a small silver panel,

0-
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1 and it has a set of rad monitors which we have designated as
2 our safety related rad monitors. Those you can go look at

2 any time during a lose of power or not.

4 During the ! .v r power, the PERMS monitors stay

5 up but the us.mminication consoles where the non-safety
6 related and the safety related also put into that gives us

7 communications to ERF, it loses its power, so we do not have;

{ 8 the ability to pull them up on the ERF. You should be able

9 to go locally to the rad monitors and read them locally.
'

10 This is something that occurs in a loss of power. I took it
.

11 for granted that it had happened.;
12 Q What about the meteorological data?

9 13 A This is -- once again, this is not something that I
14 would absolutely anticipate. We have a communication link

| 15 that goes from the MET tower to the plant that communicates
2

16 with the ERF. I believe it's a microwave link. We have hadr
O
"
u 17 problems when we've lost our phones with this link. We lost L

'
t 18 all the phones on Unit 1. It did not surprise me when I
D

19 heard subsequently that we had lost communications with the
20 MET tower. -I did not anticipate once we sent people to the
21 MET tower, any other further problems. In other words,

22 there was no reason why the event that we had would affect
23 the ability of the instrumentation at the MET tower to

24 colleo t data, but it would af feet and it was very reasonable
25 to sae to assume that it would affect the ability of that

O

-
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() 1 information to be automatically transmitted to the ERF.

2 Q How would people at the tower transmit, by radio?
3 A By phone, there's a phono up there.

4 Q- Would the phone be in operation

5 A Yes. The power to the MET tower comes from Plant

6 Wilson I believe.

7 Q Yes, thet's right.e

i
8 A Losing vital power should not affect the MET tower(j

9 as far as power supplies.
C

10 MR. DIETZ: And your phones in the TSC were
B

0 11 operational?

12 THE WITNESS: The phones on Unit 2 were operational
s 13 also.

) 14 MR. DIETZ: Was the Met tower operational from Unit

| 15 2?
?

16 THE WITNESS: No, the MET tower only puts into the,

"
17 Unit 1 ERF.

'

18 MR. DIETZ: Okay.

19 THE WITNESS: And like I said, the problem with the

20 MET tower wasn't that it put into the Unit 1 ERF, I believe
21 -- I have not heard a confirmation of this, this was my
22 assumption at the time, but that when we lost the phone
23 system-on Unit 1 we lost the communication link.

24 MR. DIETZ: Right.

25 THE WITNESS That was my assumption at the time.

.

_
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O 1 Ma. 01tTz 1 wee suet wonaeriae -- vou don t have
2 two communication links?

3 THE WITNESS: We only have one because it only puts ..

4 into the Unit 1 yard.

5 MR. DIETZ: Gotcha.

6 MR. LYON: A minor point on your chronology.

e 7 THE WITNESS: Okay.

8 MR. LYON: I want to spend a few minutes on what was

9 going on in the Tech Support Center.

10 THE WITNESS: Okay.

11 MR. LYON: You indicated that very early on you had
O

'd 12 contacted Georgia Control Center,
t.

n 13 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, but that was from the

14 control room.

{ 15 MR. LYON: Yeah. Did you then later contact them

16 any more in regard to what you found?,

[, 17 THE WITNESS: I did not. That communication would

[ 18 have been done fro. the control room because we have a
19 direct line from the control room. You pick it up and-it

20 rings in the 1cunge. So we have a direct line connecting
21 both the Unit 1 and the Unit 2 on separate-lines to Georgia
22 Control Center. So that's how notificaticn would have been
23 made.

24 MR. LYON: After you talked with the Gcorgia Control
25 Center, did you then tell the people out in the switch yerd

O
.

*
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() 1 anything about what was going on?

2 THE WITNESS: The switch yard -- you're talking

3 about the low voltage switch yard?

4 MR. uYON: Yeah.

5 THE WITNESS: The Georgia Control Center contacted

6 them.
1

e 7 MR. LYON: Georgia Control Center did thet?
Ie

8 THE WITNESS: Yes. Now Barney Deasley may have in *

9 fact talked to them because of a much more personal
S.

10 knowledge of it, he came from Division and he, I do believe
11 -- as soon as he saw that the RAT -- we'd lost the RAT due

f 12 to a truck bacPing into one of the phases, I believe that

~ 13 Barney went and called the switch yard and said hoy, get the
} 14 Division repair people headed this way. I believe that he

{ 15 either called the switch yard or the Division directly, but
16 that's because of a personal knowledge of the people, whichr

[, 17 I did not have.
'

t 18 MR. LYON: Let me go into the Tech Support Center if
D

19 I may. Could you kind of put things in perspective here by
20 the manning and activation of the Tech Support Center into
21 perhaps when the diesel was permanently restored?
22 Which came first? "as the Tech Support Center fully

23 activated before or after you had the diesel-running?
24 THE WITNESS - The diesel tied on was before Tech
25 Support Center was activated.

_ _ _-_ -
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1 MR. LYON: So by the time they were fully activated,

2 you did have your AC power restored?

3 THE WITNESS: That's right.

4 MR. LYON: When you took over as the Ops rep --

5 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

6 MR. LYON: -- what was your focus and what was your

e 7 thinking?

8 THE WITNESS: Okay, you've got to remember that we

9 were somewhat -- I hate to use the word stable, but by that
'

10 time we were somewhat stablo, we had power back. My

0 11 function then was to look at further ways which we could
O

| 12 eneure our stability. We had a diesel that we had managed
i

n 13 to get loaded, that it had tripped on us twice. Okay? Like

'4 I say, Engineering approached me, hey, there's a possibility

{ 15 of another way of getting power to the bus. I asked them to

16 go ahead and pursue that and be ready but don't implement
"

17 anything yet. Just check out the possibility.o

18 I'm not sure exactly what you're asking, so let me
D

19 ask you to ask the question again, so I don't go off on a
20 tangent.

21 MR. LYON: Sure, that's fine, and I'll phrase it

22 differently.

23 THE WITNESS: Okay.

24 MR. LYON: Let me -- we have work underway on the
25 diesel, on backup electrical power and so forth.

O
.

,
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O 1 TuS W1TNESS: vee, e1r.

2 MR. LYON: You've got that one somewhat covered.

3 Was your thinking process also trying to cover the situation

4 of hey, if I lose electrical power again what are my-options
5 for cooling and staying out of trouble? Ways of perhaps-

6 adding water, ways of cooling the core without AC power.
7 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, those thoughts had went;

E 8 through my mind. I had no discussions with anybody about
9 them but I had in my mind counted the options.of different

'

10 ways. '
e

0 11 MR. LYON: Would you kind of put yourself back in
O *
*

12 the Tech Support Center and your knowledge level at that
13 time and tell us what some of those options were. And had~

14 you gotten into the situation of having no electrical power,-
7

- 15 the kinds of things you would be thinking and recommending
16 to other people in the Tech _ Support Center.,

0 17 THE WITNESSt Okay, we had -- as you're-aware,,we
| 18 had-several penetrations open-on the RCS.- We had two valves
D

19 that were in the process of-being repaired,-we-had two steam-
20 generators that had not had their primary manways
21 reinstalled after nozzle down removal.- Okay? I knew that

22 this work was-in the process of being buttoned'up. - My--

23 thoughts on potentials for putting water in-with no power at
24 all was-that we could gravity drain.- There were a number-
25 of' flow paths that we could gravity drain. Our emergency

O

.
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O 1 heretien f1ew geth thet we hed edmietetretive1x dec1ered wes
2 from the RWST through centrifugal charging pump A in the
3 normal charging flow path via the alternate charging flow
4 valve. The normal charging flow valve was tagged shut, it's
5 just a pau llel path, we just call one normal and one

6 alternate.

7 I knew that first we had been using that path to;

8 make up and second that it was a controlled flow path
9 because we had an ALV which at the time we still had air to,

10 so we could control our charge rate through that.
'

11 Did you have a question?y
'

O
"

12 MR. LYON: As you go through each path, could you
w 13 provide an estimate of the flow rate?

14 THE WITNESSt Yes, sir.

{ 15 MR. LYON: Assuming that your RCS was fully vented.
16 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.r

2, 17 MR. LYON: Okny.

[ 18 THE WITNESS: We -- through the centrifugal chargingD

19 pump, we typically get -- if you open the 121 valve fully
20 open, we get somewhere in the neighborhood of 200 GPM
21 gravity flow from a full RWST to RCS at mid-loop, it's
22 pretty significant.

23 We had the positive displacement pump that was
24. available, it had power. We could have ran the positive
25 displacement pump. We could have also had positive

D
U

.
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O 1 disatecement guma. We cou1d ueve e1so hed 9tevity f1ew
2- through the positive displacenent pump-if we lost power.
3 We've seen 60 to 90 GPM through the positive displacement

-

4 puinp . It's a little bit more restrictive than a centrifugal

5 charging pump. I'll be honest, the first time I saw it, I

6 didn't believe it because I didn't think_you ,:ould gravity

7 flow through a positive-displacement pump but it's happened7

"
8 I know because I put water places where it wasn't supposed
9 -to be.

?
'

10 That was, to my way of thinking, the preferred first

11 option because that would be-(1) a controllable flow path
12 -for gravity draining at a controlled ~ flow rate and (2) if we

u 13- had to, we could start the PD pump and could pump waterfin
14 and it would not be gravity. flow. It'd have more ability

15 to put into a higher pressure vessel.

16- MR. LYON: And that pump has.a flow rate of
"

17 approximately what?u

| 18 THE WITNESS: 90-to 100 GPM. It's normally ---I -D -

19 .believe the specs say about 98 GPM. The actual flow rate

20 will vary a little bit depending upon the exact set up of
- 21 --- your throttle valves, et cetera. But this condition, I

22 think that we could have got around:100-GPM probably.
~

23 MR. LYON: And the pressure capability of that pump
24 is what?

25 THE WITNESS: That's the pump we do our primary

O
|

:
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h I hydro with..

2 MR. LYON: Whic't means it will go to what pressura?
3 THE WITNESS: Greater than 3000 pei.

|. 4 MR. LYON: Okay, and that was available, you knew it
5 was available at the time because of the situation with
6 electric power.

e 7 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
E

'

{ 8 MR. LYON: So you did have a pump to make up
9 capability.

10 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. It was one that I would

0 11 have preferred to have aaved for a last ditch offort, inO
"

12 other words, if I could gravity flow, I would have probablys
e

,, 13 preferred to gravity flow rather than start that pump.
14 MR. LYON: I understand.

15 THE WITNESS: Just because I like to reserve my
16 options.,

O

O 17 MR. LYON: Now we've discussed a gravity flow path
'

18 by way of the various charging lineups.,

D

19 THE WITNESS: Right.

20 MR. LYON: And we've discussed a pump flow path.
21 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

22 MR. LYON: What other flow paths were you thinking
-23 of?

24 -THE WITNESS: Okay, the sepond flow path that came
25 to mind was through our safety injection system. We have --

- -- -
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() I with nozzle vents installed we administratively require
2 that we have one safety injection and that's our

3 intermediate head pumps, that is capable of having its
4 hreaker racked in and injecting and we actually had both
5 pumps in that condition. They were lined up, they were

6 filled and vented, the breakers were -- the pumps were in
e 7 full 1.ock and the breakers were racked out. We could have
t

{ 8 gzavity flow through those pumps to the core, through each
9 pump independently, so that's actually two different flow

10 paths.
e

11 MR. LYON: All right.
o

E 12 THE WITNESS: I can only guess at a flow rate
E

13 thrcugh these because to the best of my knowledge we've~

- 14 never gravity drained through them.

| 15 MR. LYON: I understand.
.

16 THE WITNESS: But I would guess somewhere in the

0 17 neighborhood of 500 to 600 GPM.

[ 18 MR. LYON; All right.
O

19 THE WITNESS: Now the remaining flow paths are
20 through RHR. We had A train in service with shutdown
21 cooling. B train was in standby.- We could havo gravity
22 drained through either one of these through the RWST, though
23 at the time we only had one flow path through the RCS.
24 When we did our gravity fill of the cavity initially
25 we saw -- we gravity drained through RHR, we saw in the

O
,
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() 1 neighborhood of 1000 GPM. I actually believe we saw 1200

2 but I know it was 1000.

3 MR. LYON: That is an experimental data point, if

4 you will?

5 THE WITNESS: That is a known data point, yes, sir,

6 as is through the CCP, We've done that before too.

7 MR. LYON: I understand.a

8 THE WITNESS: Those I know.

9 MR. LYON: All right, now this is with the reactor

'

10 coolant system essentially at atmospheric pressure.

0 11 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
O
'
d 12 MR. LYON: What was your knowledge of the state of
t.

13 the pressure boundary in the reactor coolant system as of~

14 roughly, I don't know, half an hour, hour after you got in
7

15 the Tech Support Center?

16 THE WITNESS: Okay, as I said, I knew that the work,

"
17 was ongoing in containment to button up mid-loop. It was mys,

'

18 understanding that the pressurizer manway was to be left off,

| D

19- to provide a vent path. Okay? We were informed via.a page

20 announcement that the manways were installed. That was -- I

21 believe his last name is Cagle and I forget his first name

22 but he's one of the people that was coordinating some work-
23 inside containment. Due to I guess you could say inaccurate

.

24 communication or unclear communications between the ED at
25 the time, John Hopkins, and the HP Manager, Ron LeGrand, Ron

O
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() 1 got the information that we were supposed to button up the
2 RCS versus button up mid-lcop work. This entailed putting

3 on pressurizer manways, which Ron did, or Ron ensured that

4 happened. We were in the TSC and it was shortly after
5 George Bockhold had reported to the TSC, that we were

6 informed that the pressurized manway was installed.
7

7 My initial thoughts were -- at this time RHR cooling

E 8 had been established. My initial thoughts were oh, no, now

9 if we lose power, we can't gravity drain as easily because
'

10 we'll pressurize as we heat up. I-initially thought -- I

0 11 said wait a minute, we've got cooling, we're back down, we
O

| 12 know that we're not going to be able to get the manway off
e.

13 if we had to before we heated up to the boiling point if wen

) 14 have a further loss of RHR cooling. And even if we don't,
L

| 15 if we lose RHR cooling again, then we -- button up mid-loop,
2

16 we can gravity drain with as much water as we can, as much,

O

O 17 inventory as we can, and then we'll still have the steam

| 18 generators as a heat sink that we have a substantial amount
D

19 of heat removal capacity with. So it's not a disaster, it

20 has its good points and its bad points and due to the fact
21- that I felt that (a) we could get it off if we had to and

22 (b) that it wasn't a disastrous move anyway, there were some
23 things about it that would -- even if-we could not get it
24 off we would still have some heat removal capacity. And

25 George said wait, just leave it on for now, I did not

o
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() 1 disagree with that decision and I really didn't go into any

2 detailed discussion with George about it because I did not

3 believe it was an unwise decision at the time and it was a

4 decision that if subsoquent events happened we could change

5 or take other actions that would -- as I say going ahead and

6- assuming we lost coolant, gravity drain as much water as we

r 7 could and filling up the RCS to what point we could. So I
E

"
8 did not see any reason to question George's decision on it.

D
9 MR. LYON: With regard to control, what was the

10 status of the air compressors that provide air to valves,

0 11 these kinds of things?
O

12 THE WITNESS: There was no problem with the air

13 compressors.u

14 MR. LYON: Those were operating normally?

| 15 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. We had a backfeed in
?

16 progress. The backfeed powered up-the non-1-E buses,,

"
17 1NA04, 05 and 01. Our air compressors are powered off ofu

[ 18 those buses.
D

19 MR. LYON: All right.

20 THE WITNESS: They never lost power.

21 MR. LYON: Now I may not'have been listening quite

22 closely enough. You were indicating that if you needed to,

23 you felt you could easily remove the manway?
24 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

25 MR. LYON: How would you know you had time enough to

O
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0 1 de thet2 voe 1ediceted vee were egeretine on RHa, vee hed
2 returned to original condition, so you're down in the

3 vicinity of what, 90-95 F?

4 THE WITNESS: Right.

5 MR. LYON: How would you know you had time enough to
6 take that manway off if you needed to?

7 THE WITNESS: The manway bolts were on and theP

E

{ 8 report to the TSC is that bolts were on, they were not

9 torqued down. It was snug. I felt that we had put the

10 manways on and pressurizer manway on in significantly less
0 11 time than it took to heat up to the boiling point. I felt
O
"

12 confident -- and this is just a gut feeling, I don't have a
t.

~ 13 lot to base it on, but I felt confident that because the
14 bolts were not torqued down, because they were only snug,

{ 15 that we would have adequate time to take one manway off, if
16 we had had time to put I believe five on.

0 17 MR. LYON: Sounds reasonable to me. Okay, the last
'

18 question is-if the manways were all on --,

o

19 THE WITNESS: Also, one other thing is that on Unit

20 1 refueling, initial refueling, we had an extremely
21 difficult. time getting the pressurizer manway off. We

22 galled several bolts, we had mado some design changes, we
23 changed some lubricant we were using on the bolts. This

24 time when we took the pressurizer manway off it was a 30-45
25 minute evolution. So I did have a time frame of taking it

O

1
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O 1 off trem e fu111 toreeed condition.
2 MR. LYON: My last question is if the system had

3 been fully closed up, are you aware of a heat removal

4 mechanism that might have come into play?
5 THE WITNESS: We still had our steam generators.

6 They were full of water at the time and had a good bit of

7 inventory. Of course, to remove heat through the steam;

{ 8 generators you have to bring the steam generators up to

9 boiling. That's a substantial heat sink in itself, with
'

10 four steam generators. So -- and we would have had a great

0 11 deal of heat removal capacity. Like I said, when I found
3O

| 12 out the pressurizer manway was on, I thought about it and I
t.

13 said well we've got four steam generators and a Jot ofn

14 water; we can boil them off one at the time,

15 MR. LYON: How do you get the energy from the core
16 to the steam generators in that case?

0 17 THE WITNESS: It would be through basically ref. Lux
| 18 cooling.
D

19 MR. LYON: Okay.

20 THE WITNESS: You've got a-lid on a kettle and

21 you've got steam that goes up in the lid and it_condensea

22 and you transfer that energy to the lid.

23 MR. LYON: Got it. I have no further questions.

24 Thank you, Jimmy.

25 MR. JONES: Let me ask you one thing. We asked for

O
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0 1 e 11st of e2uiement eet ef eervice.
2 THE WITNESS: Oh, who did you ask for that list?

3 MR. JONES: I was going to say, who should we ask?

4 MR. LYON: I have some of that information.

5 MR. JONES: Good.

6 THE WITNESS: If you need more information, I'm at

P 7 beeper 067. I wrote the initial conditions for our event
E

f 8 critique so I'll be able to tell you abnormal system

9 configurations, equipment out of service, et cetera.

10 MR. JONES: What is your extension?

11 THE WITNESS: The extension is 3330.

12 tiR . LAZARUS: Warren, ara you finished with

13 questions, for tne record?n

14 MR. LYON: Yes, I am.

15 MR. LAZARUS: We can go off the record.
.

16 (Whereupon, the interview was concluded at 10:46 ',

| 17 an.m.)
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10 were held as herein appears, and that this is the original
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